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Fashion has long been seen by the public at large as a women’s thing. Women are the ones who avoid wearing the same outfit twice in a week or a month. They’re the ones who are careful when putting on makeup. They’re the ones who have shoes for every occasion.











However, there is such a thing as men’s or male fashion. No, it’s not just a white t-shirt or a sleeveless undershirt and jeans with sneakers. It’s also not necessarily about formalwear involving people renting out business suits or tuxedos either.




What’s the Deal with Men’s Fashion in 2024?




The deal with men’s fashion in 2024 is this. Skinny jeans are out and cropped shirts and polos are in. Celebrities like Jacob Elordi, Taylor Zakhar Perez, and Timothee Chalamet are all about the cropped aesthetic. It’s best worn by those with the abs and waist to feature, of course.




Your streetwear wardrobe for Spring & Summer 2024 should also lean to the practical like in the case of women’s wear. You don’t need to go the whole nine yards with the tailored suits, but something more casual like Abercrombie & Fitch style will suffice. Less is more is the name of the game.




The “kids these days” are also all about getting the right fit. The days of baggy everything in the 1990s and early 2000s have long past. JNCO pants are to the Nineties and Early 2000s as flared pants were to the 1970s Disco culture.




What’s Retro and What’s the Latest in Men’s Fashionwear?




Hard to get fashion right in the middle of Climate Change, where it seems like the seasons are off by a month and we’re going through winter in the middle of spring or spring in the middle of summer. You also have to take societal sentiment into consideration.




As far as today’s men are concerned, they’re looking into the classics of womenswear like it’s the 1980s all over again and the Androgynous Look is making a comeback. The fashion shows were all about the zebra, leopard, and snake prints.




Muted Fits with Hints of Androgynous Ostentatiousness




Womenswear in 2024 is muted colors, striking blacks and whites, and retina-burning red to communicate third-wave feminisms’ sentiment of demoralized sobriety with a burning passion for change in the right direction.




Menswear in 2024 is all about male allies supporting this push for equality and diversity for POCs and the LBGTQ+. Take down the patriarchy by indulging in things like muted fits with snakeskin-inspired coats, horse hair cow print boots, and massive faux leopard fur coats for added sexiness.




In street wear terms, the cowboy and country fit is in as befitting of the socially conscious, androgynous millennial cowboys with anxiety who wish to reject traditional toxic masculinity to fit in with current social norms.
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Today, men’s streetwear is all about 1990s preppy fashion. The fashion sense of the men of “Friends” is the order of the day in today’s nostalgia fashion retread. What’s the deal with 2024 streetwear for men? It’s function over form.
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It remains super-practical and simple, especially if you’re following the cues of 1990s era nostalgic fashion and go for a minimalist preppy chic look.




The Essentials of Menswear in the 1990s




The essential or key factor of a ’90s preppy wardrobe as streetwear for men is minimalism. Even non-retro outfits in 2024 wish to convey the ennui of the 2024 youth generation in keeping things simple.




	Keep It Simple and Fresh: Make your 2024 feel like it’s the 1990s again without necessarily going full Grunge or Kurt Cobain with your style by pairing your style with straight-legged jeans or casual linen shorts this summer.





	Go for Practical Options: Sometimes, a polo shirt over a white undershirt and jeans plus sneakers or khakis and brown shoes with matching plaid is all you need to achieve that preppy menswear look. Keep things Casual Friday, in other words.





	A Versatile Wardrobe: For guys, they might already be dressing preppy by reflex unless they’re being influenced by other styles of the time, like Goth, Emo, Hipster, or Rocker. It’s a fashion sense that you can wear on any occasion.





	Easy-Breezy for that Nineties Feely: No need to explore your creativity excessively when going for the easy-breezy style of preppy. Just look presentable with your ironed-out button-up and take off layers rather than add to them. The hat is optional.





	Express Yourself with Simplicity: You don’t need to be an Abercrombie and Fitch model to achieve that preppy look. No need to go overboard with those popped collars like you’re playing tennis at the Country Club. You can also pair the button-up with slacks for the office.





	When is Practical too Practical? It becomes less of a specific look and more of a utilitarian sensibility if you carelessly pair up your jeans and white shirt with any clothing article you can grab. Find things like a relaxed-fit crisp cotton Poplin shirt.





In Summary




The return of the preppy style is like returning to a simpler time without going too far back. It’s not too bygone of an era and remains familiar but with a current twist. In today’s economy, it’s more practical for men to go not-too-shabby chic.




Dress for success and practicality. Don’t overthink it, because preppy chic is about classic silhouettes in muted rather than neon tones. Sometimes, a crisp, striped button-up is enough and you can base the rest of your outfit from there. Don’t go with the JNCO jeans of the late 1990s, though!
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In 2024, the classic men’s loafers are taking over sneakers. As a top choice for fashion-conscious males, loafers take center stage again. This could be the end of sneaker dominance.   
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Here are the reasons why loafers are popular to a lot of men. 




	Durability





Loafers are long-wearing. It can stand against wear and tear because of the high-quality materials it is made out of. It is worth keeping in mind that loafers’ durability depends on its brand. So, pick those brands that are known for their use of high-quality materials. A good pair of loafers can last for years. 




	Versatility 





Loafers can make a lot of men feel and look great. This footwear is known for its versatility. This means that whether you are walking around the house, or putting it on for work, a good pair of loafers is perfect. Particularly, pairing loafers with ripped denim shorts makes a dashing outfit for casual days. 




Besides this fact, loafers make an ideal footwear for special events too. If you are ready to grab attention at a red carpet event, try pairing meticulously-picked loafers with a tux.  




Metaphorically compared to a Swiss army knife, men’s loafers are a must-have for men. This is because no fashion emergency that the right pair of loafers can’t solve. 




	Comfort and Ease 





Aside from glam, loafers are comfortable and easy to wear. Unlike other men’s shoes, it does not have laces. So, you won’t worry about that “too tight” feeling around your feet. Since it provides plenty of room for your feet as you walk, a pair of men’s loafers won’t get you any blisters.     




In addition to comfort, putting on loafers can only take less than a minute. If you are in a hurry, this is the best footwear to grab. For added protection to your loafers’ heel, you can use a shoehorn.




	Variety





Regardless of the loafer style you consider buying, you won’t run out of options. Formal and casual loafers come in abundant variety in the market. Some of the popular types are penny, horse bit, tassel, kiltie, and driving loafers. 




Penny loafers are the semi-formal type that is elegant, versatile, and comfortable to wear. This downright handsome footwear for men comes in dark colors. On the other hand, the gold metal buckle of a horse-bit loafer accentuates its retro but sophisticated look. It is perfect for everyday wear. 




The Tassel loafer is stylish and classical. Meanwhile, the kiltie loafer is “once an old man’s shoe” that is a great pair with suit pants or fitted trousers, and a coat. A driving loafer is perfect to wear in summer or spring. It has an extra grip on your feet, making it comfortable to wear while driving. No question why it is named such. 
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Like denim, leather jackets are timeless. It can spice up an ordinary get-up in a finger snap. You’ll be amazed to know these jackets can bring masculinity and posh together too. 
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Not to exaggerate, high quality and carefully-picked men’s leather jackets can make you feel good and look good. Indeed, these jackets are a must-have in every man’s wardrobe.




But, if you failed to have one, take a look at the men’s leather jackets that you might consider getting for yourself.   




	Leather Bruiser Jackets





Aside from being fashionable, this classic jacket for men is supple enough to be worn even during ordinary days. The simplicity of its detail makes it an ideal mix-and-match fashion piece to achieve a manly look. Versatility is another good reason to give it a go.  




	Blue Leather Biker Jacket





Biker jackets are simple and versatile. It fits everyone. Whatever generation you may be, put it on. Be it winter or summer, these jackets can make you a head-turner- provided that you pair it with the right pieces of garments and accessories. When it comes to biker jackets, less is more. Bear that in mind.  




Another thing, classic men’s jackets do not just come in brown or black. You might want to try the eye-catching luxe blue ones.     




	Lambskin Bomber Moto Jacket





Made out of waxed lambskin, this jacket is soft and supple. Because of the style and the masculinity it gives to the wearers, some men wear bomber jackets on hot days. But, it is ideal for cold weather because it keeps you warm. 




When styling a bomber jacket, have it paired with pants. Do not wear it with more than two layers underneath. A pair of leather shoes makes a perfect get-up too. 




	Zip-through Leather Jacket





Amp your ordinary day outfit with a zip-through leather jacket. Wear it over a cotton sweater, then pair with good denim or jeans. Since this jacket does not have much detail, it can be worn easily as an overcoat whenever you go out for drinks, dine, or even hang out with friends. 




	Leather Aviator Jacket





A blend of contemporary and aesthetic, the vintage look and aviator jacket is on trend. Its French flair and rugged look blend perfectly with the protection and warmth it provides, most importantly in cold weather.   




To style, combine it with cargo pants and boots for a more adventurous look. On the contrary, you may grab a basic tee and pair it with jeans to achieve an effortless casual day look. 
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Low-tops are a big deal now in 2024 as far men’s sneakers are concerned. The low-top sneaker, also known as trainers, are shoes that don’t cover the ankle part of your feet. It coincides with today’s minimalist design and the fewer articles of clothing required in summer fashion.




Menswear sneakers emphasizes utility over form usually, but if you’re wearing them exclusively for fashion, remember to go for the ankle-free coverage of low-top sneakers. The ankle freedom is what makes these lows a must-have for any 2024 summer wardrobe.




Low-Top are High-Top in the Present Fashion Hierarchy




Look for low-tops from Nike trainers as well as brand sneakers such as the Mexico 66, Gel-Kayano 14, and the Samba. Although Jordans are usually high-tops and mid-tops, it also has low-tops available.




	Maximum Support and Minimal Design: Low-top men’s sneakers make your feet breathe more by its lack of ankle coverage. These lows allow you more freedom of movement and keep you from injury when going through sports athletics like basketball ankle breakers.





	Low-Tops or Lows Feature Durability: The ornamentation and ankle coverage of high-top sneakers, even though from Nike, Converse, Under Armour, and Adidas can lead to more potential for damage. The simpler the design the more durable the shoe.





	Stylish Yet Durable: You can be stylish without making your sneakers for men easy to wear out. The simplicity of lace-up low-tops don’t have layers and layers of design. It instead features practical layering for ergonomic comfort while still remaining stylish.





	Functionality, Protection, and Support: The minimalism of low-top men’s sneakers maximizes foot support and ergonomic design because it offers more Spartan or utilitarian functionality over painful ornamentation. It’s stylish because it works as an effective sports or streetwear shoe.





	Function Balances the Form: Instead of a shoe that sacrifices function with form or even vice-versa (an ugly shoe that at least fits perfectly as a sports shoe), the simplicity of the low-top design ensures a yin-yang balance of function and form.





Making Sense of It All




We belong in the Internet Age now. Sneakers can go from unknown to famous overnight thanks to them going viral on the Worldwide Web. As far as men’s sneakers are concerned, the IT Sneaker is currently the one the shows up on the feet of many a celebrity exiting Sushi Park.




They’ll also appear in places or videos involving high-profile unboxings. An unboxing video is when people shoot a video of themselves opening the box of a new product they’ve just bought. The more videos you make of a specific men’s sneakers, the more the brand becomes viral.
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